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BURLINGTON DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD 

Tuesday May 21st, 2019, 5:00 PM 
Contois Auditorium, City Hall, 149 Church St, Burlington, VT 

Draft Minutes 
Board Members Present: B. Rabinowitz, A. LaRosa, A. Hart, S. Harris, G. Hand, A. Zipparo 
Board Members Absent: Z. Hightower, J. Drummond (Alt.), R. Venkataraman (Alt.) 
Staff Present: Scott Gustin, Mary O’Neil, Ryan Morrison, Layne Darfler 
 
I. Agenda 
II. Communications  
 
B. Rabinowitz: Several items submitted which have been included in meeting packets by staff. 
 
III. Minutes  
 
B. Rabinowitz: Minutes from the previous meeting will be discussed at deliberation 
 
IV. Consent 
 

1. 19-0745CU; 669 Riverside Ave (RM, Ward 2C)  BHA Riverside Ave Apt 
Change of use from maintenance garage to daycare(Project Manager: Scott Gustin) 
 
B. Rabinowitz: Have you read staff comments do you have any questions? 
None 
B. Rabinowitz: Do any Board members object to this project being reviewed as 
consent?  
None 
B. Rabinowitz: Are there any members of the public who wish to speak about this 
project? 
None 
A. Hart: Moved to approve and adopt staffs findings and recommendations  
G. Hand: Seconds the motion 
5-0-0 
 

2. 19-0702CA; 1364 North Ave (RL, Ward 7N) City of Burlington School Dept. 
Site improvements. (Project Manager: Ryan Morrison) 
 
B. Rabinowitz: Have you read staff comments do you have any questions? 
None 
B. Rabinowitz: Do any Board members object to this project being reviewed as 
consent?  
None 
B. Rabinowitz: Are there any members of the public who wish to speak about this 
project? 
None 
G. Hand: Moved to approve and adopt staffs findings and recommendations  
A. Hart: Seconds the motion 

http://www.burlingtonvt.gov/pz/DRB


5-0-0 
V. Public Hearing 

 
1. 19-0474DT; 164 North Willard (RL, Ward 1E) Luke Purvis 

Appeal of administrative adverse determination as to grandfathered status or 15-year 
statute of limitations regarding northern parking area, southern parking area, and use 
as a tri-plex. (Project Manager: Scott Gustin) 
 
A. Zipparo: Recused 
H. Huessy: Provided overview of situation. Client believes throughout years back to 
1960s there have been both driveways continually maintained and used for parking. 
Southern parking denied by this Board that has been appealed and still under 
appeal. Regarding the Southern parking area, we take position that it was non-
compliant structure that if not used it could be taken away, but deny the claim of 
abandonment. We also have the tri-plex issue. 
B. Rabinowitz: There is no site plan being submitted, no site work. 
H. Huessy: no not looking to change just continue use as used for past 60 years. 
City states we stopped using the use for 60 days but we deny that. 
B. Rabinowitz: you’re going to verify the parking to north has been used since the 
1960s 
H. Huessy: grandfathered nonconforming structure, affidavits point to use since 
1960s – provided 12 -13 people who signed affidavits stating use. 60 day period of 
non-use of the southern parking would only have happened because of a letter sent 
by the City. Mr. LeClair also obtained a zoning permit allowing for racecars and junk 
cars and back then a site plan would have been submitted, that permit file has been 
lost by the City. This was the type of use in downtown residential are that zoning 
would have been an issue or complaints received but there was never a complaint 
on file. Neither party can prove use or no use. City alleges use discontinued. Primary 
evidence is ortho photos where the City states paved area went to grass. Grass 
grows through gravel, affidavits stating re-gravel over time. Ortho photos are less 
than convincing. If you are a tenant or resident of the property what are the odd you 
are home when that photo is taken. There has been an ongoing dispute about an 
easement which continues between the neighbors. Asking Board to take testimony 
of the Cleary’s testimony knowing there is neighbor disputes. 
B. Rabinowitz: one of the confusing things are that the affidavits show periods of 
units not being occupied for lengthy periods 
H. Huessy: affidavits state units may have been short term not rented but the owner 
had family stay so they may not have been rented but they were occupied. Neighbor 
affidavits show they were only unoccupied for short periods. 
B. Rabinowitz: discuss both issues regarding parking and triplex. 
H. Huessy: City has acknowledged this is a nonconforming use that was 
discontinued for a period of time. We have affidavits from renters during periods that 
there are gaps in City records. The City has said it has to be a full time resident in 
order to comply-we disagree and don’t believe the statute or ordinance states that. 
Many rental scenarios that could have come into play. 2010 LeClair in failing health 
so prepped to sell. Sold to Purvis in 2013, so probably didn’t rent out units with 
current tenants rather sold with empty units. Clear that it was always LeClair’s intent 
to use and preserve as a triplex. These have been 3 separate units since the late 
1960s without change. Vacancy for a few months should not discontinue the legality 
of the use. Was a very selective landlord so may have taken time to pick tenants. 
Think the City should reconsider the concept of abandonment. Provided scenarios. 
B. Rabinowitz: this Board can not address changing the Ordinance. We can only go 
by the timelines the Ordinance provides and if it passes the threshold of the year and 
it does. 
H. Huessy: Boiler inspection of 2013, only multi-unit buildings have to get those 
inspections. 



 
A. Hart: on parking areas; issue of jurisdiction of looking at southern area. Dispute is 
whether 60 day or 1 year applies.  
H. Huessy: correct finding by Development Review Board was discontinuance for 60 
days.  
A. Hart: that was the issue we decided it is on appeal so I believe we cannot get into 
that issue; issue of site plan. No site plan and if you’re saying there is a site plan that 
defines that area we would like to see that.  
H. Huessy: would a markup of the ortho photos suffice 
A. Hart: something so we can know what is or isn’t approved 
G. Hand: it would be helpful to see it on the orthos to see what your claims are 
A. Hart: right now we don’t know what your position is on the site plan 
H. Huessy: Scott noted the northern area can be seen in one of the phots 
A. Hart: but right now we’re guessing we need more in stone on what we are looking 
at and discussing; 2 units versus 3 units it seems to me that for a significant period of 
time there was a conversion of one unit to office use; our standard is using the 
primary use what I read is the primary use was changed to office even if couch used 
occasionally. 
H. Huessy:  Unfortunately, Mr. LeClair is not available. We can’t provide any more 
prominent change evidence no business being conducted. It was not used as 
commercial.  
A. Hart: struggling with evidence  
B. Rabinowitz: What is the City’s for position 
S. Gustin: a complicated determination covering grandfathering as well as 
unenforceable violation.  The ordinance states nonconforming use that has a year 
time frame for abandonment. Unenforceable violation- the point of zoning code is to 
bring properties into compliance grandfathered use has a bit more wiggle room 
because at one point it was legit. Use issue 2 versus 3 units; this was a legal duplex 
basing on written testimony from previous owner- only thing a triplex could be is an 
unenforceable violation- duplex has year timeframe triplex has 60 days. We’re not 
contesting the tri plex use there we can see mid 1980s to present one use was office 
space. Present- rental registrations records shows vacancy for several years, 
seemingly one or both uses were abandoned. Northern evidence from 1950s and 
estimated around mid 1960s. Plenty of evidence stating it was there. The orthos 
photos 5 of 7 show this as not gravel parking area. The packet online is in color- it 
shows a clear line at edge of line that is green space. The 1968 permit log states 
what it was for, the site plan standards didn’t come until later. We have Zoning Board 
of Adjustment from 1947 that are a page or two of text so a site plan may not have 
been required. Why the use was changed or made vacant is irrelevant the code 
states “discontinued for any reason”  
G. Hand: the City’s opinion on whose burden it is to show the continuance or 
discontinuance? 
K. Sturtevant: established pre-existing non conformity would fall on the applicant; in 
the Ordinance section 5.3.4 talks about non-conforming uses and 60 vs 1 year time 
requirements; the term abandonment was brought up this was discontinuance , you 
are looking at discontinuance not abandonment. Regardless of cause was it 
discontinued for a period of time. Under the Ordinance discontinuance for any 
reason including marketing; they would have needed prior approval to get more time. 
A. Hart: has that been in the ordinance for a longer period 
K. Sturtevant: this is the 2008 version I am not sure prior to that but can find out 
A. Hart: can you circulate that info 
L. Purvis: the permit we had for work on junk cars you stated the use had been 
abandoned can you explain how that was written up. 
K. Sturtevant: discontinuance for non-conformity for the car services, this is a 
residential zone where it would not be permitted today- it was discontinued.  



B. Rabinowitz:  this is a bit off track; think we have a bit of a disagreement on time 
periods 
G. Hand: the City is alleging the tri-plex never received a permit do you agree with 
that? 
H. Huessy: yes; many of the individuals who signed affidavits are here for testimony 
if the Board wants to have them present. 
B. Rabinowitz:  affidavits are fairly clear 
L. Purvis: one person has experience with gravel on property if they could speak 
B. Rabinowitz:  open to public for testimony 
L. Purvis: in terms of the northern abandonment was it fact that turned to green 
space or cars using it. 
S. Gustin: it’s a physical thing the car using it. 
A. Hart:  we make that decision now not staff 
J. Cleary: personal allegations made by applicant are a bit untruthful.  
T. Cleary: there was never a feud 
J. Cleary: we originally testified in 2014 for southern parking case; the finding of 
Development Review Board was made in Jan. 2015 that all disturbed areas have to 
be returned to green space by May 1st 2015. Our observations along with the City’s 
is that the property between July 2012 and Purvis move in in July 2013 that other 
than Mr. LeClair visiting his office and parking in driveway his unit was vacant. 
Before there was ever any complaint alleged, Mr. Purvis marked down two parking 
spaces on property 2014. Consistent with LeClair reports. 2105 Mr. Purvis marked 8 
parking spaces on property. We observed northern parking area and driveway use. 
In April 2104 he began parking cars in southern drive. Purvis instructed tenants to 
park off drive in grass to the south. In our complaint, the City found other 
discrepancies with the property. Bring attention to statement by attorney that they 
proposed several cars on either side of the driveway –there has never been a plan 
submitted, Purvis stated it would evenly split the parking burden to neighbors on 
north and side south of neighbors. Parking should not be any of his neighbors 
problems. We ask the Board uphold the denial and enforcement to proceed. 
G. Hand: how long have you lived there 
J. Cleary: Since July 2012 
G. Hand:  was there parking on north and south of drive 
J. Cleary: no when we moved in no one lived there, year later Luke Purvis moved in. 
Mr. LeClair would park in driveway. March 7 2013 Mr. LeClair directed 3-4 truckloads 
of gravel be deposited to south and north and that is why the ortho photos show the 
green space. Anything after March 7th 2013 would show a large gravel area.  
G. Hand: prior to gravel deposit, since you lived there was there any parking to 
northern 
J. Cleary: not they we observed, Mr. LeClair parked in the driveway.  
M. Tamulonis: neighbor; as res of old north end I wanted to make sure observation is 
heard and understood. The 3 units at 164 were occupied in various ways from 2002 
to now, before present owners there were various tenants within those units. Acutely 
aware of what neighbors were around an abandoned unoccupied would have been 
concerned. He was trying to sell in 2012 and it was quieter but there was still 
movement there, mainly caretaker who stayed there from time to time until Hector 
(Mr. LeClair) returned from Florida. Graveled from time to time. Commented on 
neighbor’s disposition. Attended Board hearing several years ago but didn’t realize 
my information was needed and didn’t want to interject on a neighbor dispute.  
J. Cleary: never any caretaker 
A. Phillips: have witnessed plenty of activity in the house can’t provide timelines but 
grew up across the street and witnessed all of the cars across the street. There 
wasn’t really any lawn because of all of the cars, it was kind of like a car shop. They 
had gravel back then or else it would have been a mess. Grass can grow right up 
through gravel over time, just comes down to a maintenance issue.  
G. Hand: how long would it take for the space to appear as lawn 



A. Phillips: maybe a few years for grass to grow up through- if more traffic not as 
fast. When hector was there it was mainly used as parking and not much of a lawn.  
It’s always been rented out to college kids as a duplex, every area of the lawn was 
used as parking. Never complained but for a while the whole property was used as a 
parking lot.  
J. Hartnick: speaking to parking there were cars everywhere. That was the place to 
go see the cars. Parking was out in the street all over the lawn, they would never get 
away with it now but back then it wasn’t enforced as much. The neighborhood has 
come a long way for the better.  
A. Hart: the time periods? 
J. Hartnick:  I would say late 1960s early 1970s 
P. Bowler: early 1980s worked for hector on cars. Mainly showed up at garage in 
evening worked to 9 or 10 never heard any complaints about parking or noise. Made 
a big effort not to rev up the engines. Office use of hectors office. His office was the 
kitchen table that was not a formal office there were two bedrooms, bathroom, 
kitchen that hector used. He stayed there semi frequently, his son in law lived there 
and his kids lived there until 80s 
A. Hart: can you give any dates 
P. Bowler:  early 70s, worked on cars early 80s- 85  
A. Hart: described where Mr. LeClair lived were there other tenants there 
P. Bowler:  yes there were always tenants there while hector was there.  
H. Huessy:  going to submit the site plan tomorrow, we hadn’t received the Cleary’s 
submission until coming here today we ask to submit the site plan tomorrow.  
B. Rabinowitz:  if we are going to get a site plan we want an actual site plan, we 
received many anecdotal images. Without a site plan anything we do will have to be 
conditional upon that site plan.  
H. Huessy: Mr. Cleary state that LeClair never parked to the north. 
A. Hart: thought would be to continue the public hearing; we received new affidavits 
would like opportunity to sift through new material. 
B. Rabinowitz: we could keep open and deliberate and close public hearing or 
continue the meeting for further discussion.  
A. Hart: if we’re going to keep it open then yes provide that site plan, if we can 
continue to a certain date then we don’t have to re-notice  
B. Rabinowitz: June 4th? 
S. Gustin: June 18th would be next 
B. Rabinowitz: submit site plan, material may be submitted until next Tuesday, item 
adjourned 
 

2. Review of 2019-2024 Joint Institutional Parking Management Plan 
This item will be deferred to a future DRB meeting. 

 
VI. Certificate of Appropriateness 
 

1. 19-0800CA; 384 South Prospect St (I, Ward 6S) University of Vermont & State 
Agricultural College 
4,544 gsf addition to the UVM Music Building Recital Hall; A building addition at the 
northeast end of the existing building with new sidewalks to the doors. Handicap 
parking and travel lane will be reconfigured for access and drainage improvements. 
Dumpster pad will be relocated and enlarged. (Project Manager: Ryan Morrison) 
 
G. Hand: disclosed that his firm occasionally represents UVM in other matters 
unrelated to this 
A. Hart: recused 
C. Forbes: overview of project. Construction to take place for 1 year. Addition to 
provide support space no increase in use or seating numbers, providing storages for 
instruments, practice rooms, green spaces for performers, new sidewalk, improve 



ADA accessibility, no change in traffic volumes and parking needs. Project complies 
with Ordinance because of no new seats. Updated site plan provided include blue 
light addition and sidewalk change. Photometric plans will be resubmitted tomorrow-
construction company would like to request working on Saturday. 
Applicant 2:  provided overview through slideshow of existing building and proposed 
additions.  
B. Rabinowitz: addition is fiber cement panels 
Applicant 2: fiber cement board/ concrete/ vertical wood siding is original. Matching 
existing materials but using fiber cement board to recreate.  
B. Rabinowitz:  additional lighting on parking lot 
Applicant 2: no additional lighting only follows the sidewalk. 
B. Rabinowitz: How is construction access to site 
C. Forbes: South Prospect St around Redstone green one way in one way out. 
Br- Saturday construction req. traffic on South Prospect St. 
C. Forbes: would be minimal only an as needed basis 
Donald- displayed parking taken up by construction vehicles 
B. Rabinowitz:  does this coordinate with preferred schedule 
C. Forbes: yes project schedule based on space needs 
R. Morrison: due to parking demand- use does not trigger new spaces the condition 
#3 is irrelevant so you may want to consider omitting that from the findings.  
B. Rabinowitz:  close public hearing 
 

2. 19-0688CA; 275 Main St (I, Ward 6S) City of Burlington School Dept. 
Amend ZP 18-0898CA. (Project Manager: Ryan Morrison) 
 
M. Spaulding: provided brief overview- focus on renovations to C building on 
Edmunds campus currently gymnasium. Renovated lower level space to have 
cafeteria and kitchen space on lower level. Existing kitchen space is now going to be 
admin visitor sign in building. C building will now be primary entrance point. Bringing 
grades up to eliminate stairs to main entrance.  
A. Zipparo: the middle school and elementary do they have different cafeterias 
M. Spaulding:  no they don’t, now will be shared but separate gym spaces. 
C. Lindberg: summary of project architectural points. Security- 4 buildings 18 
entrances. Central entrance ups security. Safety- improving roof restraint and ice 
mitigation. Accessibility- from Main St to C building. It will be very accessible. Spaces 
in front of B building. will have accessibility. Environmental – taking water from site 
and slowing it down through underground systems. Aesthetics- C building is lovely 
and we want to reinforce through the access and planting the front of the entrance.  
R. Burnett: provided overview through slideshow of aesthetic plans. Eliminating site 
stairs 
G. Hand: parking in front; 
R. Burnett: provided ADA accessibility and entrance options for ADA. 
S. Harris: how does one move east and west do they have to go out to Main St 
walkway. 
R. Burnett: provided scenarios 
G. Hand:  any plan or prevention to keep people from moving down the green 
spaces 
B. Rabinowitz: there are currently stairs but changing the east west so people don’t 
go form “a to b”? 
R. Burnett: changing access points so the crossing patterns aren’t needed 
S. Harris: can you point out the sidewalk on rendering 
G. Hand: think its going to be hard to keep kids from crossing over green spaces 
R. Burnett:  discussed design plans for vegetation. 
M. Spaulding: during school hours only unlocked doors will be that main entrance to 
C  
B. Rabinowitz: where do the kids enter now 



M. Spaulding:  pointed out entrance points that will be open right before school 
starts, as soon as schools starts there will be a single point of entry.  
B. Rabinowitz: design of curved walkway why not continue it 
R. Burnett: grade changes and accessibility become and issue. Importance of the 
plaza is to instill the direction of flow through that main entry.  
M. Spaulding: that sidewalk in question is to provide access to the transformer not 
really for pedestrians 
A. Hart: one comment in staff report is that the school is currently exceeding lot 
coverage by a minimal amount. What efforts remain to do this project without 
increasing lot coverage? 
M. Spaulding: it would be nice to have that extra sidewalk space but in order to 
balance lot coverage we aren’t adding that extra space but we do need access for 
emergency responders and to keep the site safe for students. Sidewalk needed 
between buildings for student transitions. Widening existing walks for maintenance 
ease.  
R. Burnett: spent a lot of money on putting green back onto the lot. Extensive 
amount of storm water infrastructure going into the lot.  
B. Rabinowitz: closed the public hearing 

 
VII. Sketch Plan 

 
1. 19-0755SP; 266 College St (FD5, Ward 8E) Hotel Y Burlington, LLC. 

Sketch plan review for hotel and below grade parking structure with rooftop bar and 
restaurant. (Project Manager: Scott Gustin and Mary O’Neil) 
 
G. Hand: recused 
B. Rabinowitrz: sketch plan review subject in the form based code district, some 
parts fall under that some fall into Development Review Board’s review in terms of 
height and access. 
M. O’Neil: The Board is looking at the concept no decision only feedback or 
recommendations. This is part of Form District 5 and overlay area ‘E’ for height 
majority of project will be subject to administrative review by checklists. The Board is 
challenged with looking at conditional use review because of an outdoor eating area 
within 500 ft from residential use. Looking at major impact because of the new area 
being proposed. Looking at discretionary review for additional height in this form 
code they are permitted 45 ft by right if they want 60 ft that is Board review. Looking 
at request for relief over 65 ft in height discretionary relief for failure to maintain floor 
to ceiling height for first floor. Historic structure standards because of partial historic 
building demo.  
S. Silver: provided overview of Cambria Hotel; proposing to maintain 4 story dormer 
building in front façade. Asking to demolish pool area and gymnasium. Requesting 6-
story construction with rest and bar on 6th floor. Want to match floor plates on first 
floor so asking variance there 
C. Buckley: provided overview of project. The Y has been in this location for long 
time, but has decided to relocate. Want to create hotel while preserving the historic 
aspect of the former Y. Existing building is very opaque and does not engage the 
street. South Union side has been renovated several times. Proposal is to keep the 
gabled structure on corner and remove most of structure that goes to the north. The 
drop off for hotel would be on College St, because street is two way and has a strong 
connection to downtown and where the entrance and exit to underground parking is 
located. Ground floor reception main entrance off of South Union. Providing 77 
parking spaces. Occupying former structure with guest rooms.  6th floor planning for 
bar restaurant meeting rooms and outdoor terraces. Big project that’s going in the 
new form based district so were learning how to interpret that. Submitted first round 
of checklists but think this first pass design is checking most of the required boxes. 
Specific things needing Board help is 1 conditional use for outdoor seating are off 



South Union St. in lobby the plan is to have low key food and beverage service not 
intended to be a destination bar or restaurant that is on the roof.  
S. Harris: no table service in that location 
S. Silver: Likely, there might be but that is based on the hotel company could be 
combination of grab and go or optional lounge scenario. Light bar maybe. 
C. Buckley: proposing to demo part of the historic structure. Gymnasium section is 
actually original but series of renovations and filling in windows have made it not very 
functional. It also has many different levels, which causes issues in occupying the 
space. Any viable development of this site is going to require parking, being heavily 
occupied the site desperately needs a parking solution. Creation of underground 
parking is our solution. Our design keeps the intent with form based and keeping 
streetscape active. 
B. Rabinowitz: the new façade east- are you in the same plane as the existing one 
C. Buckley: close, preserving a bit of that connector. Façade is slightly closer to the 
street. Far north end is right on the property line. Form based criteria covers the 
setbacks. Allowed 4 stories or 45 ft by right, Board has discretion to allow 6 stories or 
65 ft. think design is effective in meeting this criteria. Discussed the extra footage 
relief requesting. Putting roof mechanical needs within the 6th floor to mask it within 
the building. 
S. Harris: any views as to how that relates to the church 
C. Buckley: provided rough sense of scale, the church sits a bit higher grade.  
B. Rabinowitz: would like to see height relevance in terms of elevations 
C. Buckley: height elevation requests are tricky because of the grade levels, grade is 
not right at the first floor. Excited about the rooftop bar and restaurant and in order to 
get the views we need to see above the roofs.  Ordinance requires ground floor to 
ceiling be 14 ft existing floor to floor height is 12 ft and because we want to maintain 
that building and connect our floors to it we want to maintain that floor to ceiling 
height.  
A. Hart: not quite sure that requirement is in the ordinance does the City care about 
the floor height on the interior, would like to understand the req. before we decide on 
that. 
B. Rabinowitz: relevance of matching existing floor height would matter so we should 
review that with staff help; entrances College St the activities on Union St looks 
much more substantial to College St the entrance looks like it’s on Union St even 
though drop off is on College St is doesn’t look quite right. The massing works with 
the historic building. 
C. Buckely: entrance is on east side, existing entrance to the Y is very narrow and is 
4-5 ft above sidewalk and will not work for hotel use. Drop off zone on college is right 
place because of two-way traffic and South Union St is one way and has a dedicated 
bike lane that makes it very narrow. It has short term parking there but that makes it 
hard to have drop off there. In addition, traffic would have to loop back around to the 
entrance of the garage which we found is the best place because of the downward 
slope of the street. The canopy intent is to help signal that there is something 
happening at the corner and draw people to that side. Approach to entering at this 
location- low historic form gable is challenging to make into a prominent entrance for 
a hotel. Ultimately, this approach we think will work is that we will clad the existing 
brick in metal panel, behind metal the existing brick will remain. Making a bigger 
entrance but leaving the form intact. 
A. Zipparo: how many cars can fit in the drop off area? 
C. Buckley: three cars. 
B. Rabinowitz: would be nice for more visual guides for getting from 3rd car west on 
college to the front door to the hotel. 
S. Harris: shares concerns over aesthetic regarding challenges of human behavior 
for drop offs and entrances.  
C. Buckley: we have done a traffic study  
B. Rabinowitz: you don’t have to have the answers tonight 



C. Buckley: we think the overall impact on traffic is going to be as good or better than 
what exists. The Y has high demanding concentration times the hotel is not likely to 
have that high of a concentrated demand 
S. Silver: typical usage in hotel check-ins are around the day, peak demand for 
parking will be overnight. We believe we only need 75 spaces operationally. Other 
modes of transportation are expected.  
A. Zipparo: we hear most people arrive by other means, how many guest rooms 
B. Rabinowitz: visuals of the building are mainly form based. In actual submittal, it 
would be nice to see the visuals in context from South Winooski, provide elevations 
from other angles. 
S. Silver: in green space we will have connective arch as well. 
B. Rabinowitz: and so if we can see from all around how it fits into the city that would 
help visualize the 65 or 7.5 stories. 
A. Zipparo: rooftop restaurant is it open to public. 
S. Silver: yes 
A. Zipparo: parking analysis included that kind of engagement 
S. Silver: original hotel analysis stated needing 75 spots 
A. Zipparo: rest traffic included in that 
M. O’Neil: this is the big test- the entire building is in form district review. It will be 
important for staff to be working with design team to see what areas need to be 
tweaked. We are going to have to work with the design team and it wouldn’t be a 
surprise for changes. 
A. Zipparo: does Board have jurisdiction over traffic impact. 
A. Hart: under major impact 
S. Silver: traffic study included all uses, no material impact found. 
A. Hart: great adaptive reuse of the y historical front building. It is a downtown infill 
project.  
S. Harris: speak to demand of market 
S. Silver: demand is strong in downtown  
B. Rabinowitz:  adjourn  
 

VIII. Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 7:45 pm 
 
 

______________________________________            __________________________ 
Bradford L. Rabinowitz, Chair of Development Review Board      Date 

 
_______________________________________            __________________________ 
Layne Darfler, Planning Technician              Date 
 
Plans may be viewed in the Planning and Zoning Office, (City Hall, 149 Church Street, Burlington), between the hours 
of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Participation in the DRB proceeding is a prerequisite to the right to take any subsequent appeal.  Please note that 
ANYTHING submitted to the Planning and Zoning office is considered public and cannot be kept confidential. This may 
not be the final order in which items will be heard.  Please view final Agenda, at www.burlingtonvt.gov/pz/drb/agendas 
or the office notice board, one week before the hearing for the order in which items will be heard. 

 
 
 

The City of Burlington will not tolerate unlawful harassment or discrimination on the basis of political or religious 
affiliation, race, color, national origin, place of birth, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital 
status, veteran status, disability, HIV positive status, crime victim status or genetic information.  The City is also 

committed to providing proper access to services, facilities, and employment opportunities.  For accessibility information 
or alternative formats, please contact Human Resources Department at (802) 540-2505. 


